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In the absence of time dependence and satterm -g, the theory is well developed and CEeScribed exactly by the master (LiowiUe) equation for Markovian mixing, and by renewal equations for non-Markwiau mixing. The intent uf this research was t o genedize these treatments to include both time dependence and scattering. A finther goal of this research was to develop approximate, but simpler, models from any comprehensive themy. In @&, a specific goal was to fmulate a renorrdized transpart/km * etic theory of the usual nonstochastic farm, but with effective interaction coefficients and sources toaccount for the stochastic nature of the problem.
In the three and onehalf year period of research smmmzed -inthisWrePort,wehave made substandal progress in the developmat o f a oomprehensive theory of kinetic processes in stochastic mixhnes. This progress is summa&& in 16 archival journal articles, 7 published proceedings papers, and 2 comprehensive review articles. In addition, 17 oral presentations were made describing these research d t s .
Abstract -The chord length disaibutions within it cloud and between clouds are considend Such information is needed as input to certain 'statistid &ls of cloud-radhtion mteraction. Modeling the clouds as azimuthally symmetric ellipsoids, the authors find that the chord length distribution through a cloud of fixed size is ppomonal to the chord length, The proportionality constant depends upon the semiaxes of the ellipse as well as the angle of incidence of the radiation. This linear behavior is easily convolved over an arbitrary size distribution of the clouds to obtain the chord length distribution through a statistical mixtuxe of different cloud sizes. The chord length distribution between clouds is also considered for an atmospheric layer of finite thickness. In this case, both analytic and ntrmerical methods are needed to obtain results. In the limit of an infinite thickness atmospheric layer described by homogeneous statistics and fixed cloud chord lengths, our considerations d u c e to a Markovian ( Abstract -The problem of describing particle transport through a Markovian stochastic miXane of two immiscible mateis generally approximated by the so-called Levermore xnodel, consisting of two coupled transport equations. In this paper, the P2 diffusive equations and the associated boundary conditions for this Levemore model are derived in planar geometry by using a variational principle, and numerical results comparing Pz, PI, and S I~ (benchmark) calculations are presented. These results demonstrate that the P2 equations are considerably more accurate than the PI equations away from boundary layers. An asymptotic diffusion approximation to this model is also explored wirh several different boundary conditions, and the overall conclusion is that the asymptotic diffusion treatment is in general inferior to P2 theory, and its superiority over PI theory is not overwhelming and not mnsistent.
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The published work resulting from this grant involved 7 collaborators. These arc
